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요   약

단말 간 사용자의 안 성 확보를 해, 동일한 패스워드를 가정하여 두 사용자를 인증하는 환경은 실용 이지 않

다. 왜냐하면, 사용자들은 각자 고유의 다른 패스워드를 암기하고 있기 때문이다. 이를 해결하기 해 서로 다른 패스

워드를 이용한 단말간의 키 교환 (EC2C-PAKA) 로토콜이 서로 다른 역의 환경 (cross-realm setting) 에서 

제안되었다. 최근에, 이러한 EC2C-PAKA 로토콜에 한 취약 이 Feng과 Xu에 의해서 주장되었다. 그들은 

EC2C-PAKA 로토콜이 패스워드 가장공격에 취약함을 주장하 다. 그들은 한 패스워드 가장공격에 강인한 

로토콜을 제안했다. 본 논문에서는 Feng과 Xu가 제안한 공격이 옳지 않음과 EC2C-PAKA 로토콜이 여 히 패

스워드 가장 공격에 강인함을 보인다. 반 로, Feng과 Xu가 향상 시킨 로토콜이 A 역에서 Alice의 패스워드를 

알고 있는 서버가 B 역에 있는 Bob을 가장할 수 있는 가장 공격에 취약함을 보인다. 이에 한 처방안도 논의한

다.

ABSTRACT

To achieve an entire end-to-end security, the classical authentication setting such that all participants have a same password 

is not practical since a password is not a common secret but a personal secret depending on an individual. Thus, an efficient 

client to client different password-based authenticated key agreement protocol (for short, EC2C-PAKA) has been suggested in 

the cross-realm setting. Very recently, however, a security weakness of the EC2C-PAKA protocol has been analyzed by Feng 

and Xu. They have claimed that the EC2C-PAKA protocol is insecure against a password impersonation attack. They also have 

presented an improved version of the EC2C-PAKA protocol. In this paper, we demonstrate that their claim on the insecurity 

of EC2C-PAKA protocol against a password impersonation attack is not valid. We show that the EC2C-PAKA protocol is still 

secure against the password impersonation attack. In addition, ironically, we show that the improved protocol by Feng and Xu 

is insecure against an impersonation attack such that a server holding password of Alice in realm A can impersonate Bob in 

realm B. We also discuss a countermeasure to prevent the attack.
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I. Introduction

A human memorable password has stead-

ily been a popular mean for authenticating 

clients over the Internet. The reason is that 

the password has strengths such that it is 
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easy to be memorized and implemented. 

Such advantage not only brings clients 

much convenience but also provides system 

administrators with economic profits when 

implementing an authentication system in 

practice. In fact, most authentication sys-

tems rely on password authentication to 

verify the identity of a user before allowing 

user to login and obtain various network 

resources. In addition to the authentica-

tion, securely agreeing a common session 

key between a client and a server is one of 

the indispensable services for a secure com-

munication over the Internet. The agreed 

session keys are used to guarantee con-

fidentiality by encrypting (or decrypting) 

confidential messages and verifying mes-

sage authentication codes. 

In order to provide both the authentica-

tion and the confidentiality, an efficient 

and secure integration of a password-based 

authentication and a key agreement proto-

col has been widely studied in the 

literature. Generally, we call this compound 

notion as PAKA (password-based authenti-

cated key agreement). However, it has been 

a challengeable task to design the PAKA 

protocol satisfying both security and effi-

ciency [4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,17]. It 

is mainly due to that a selected password 

from a small space allows an adversary to 

mount off-line dictionary attacks in which 

the adversary tries all possible combina-

tions of secret values such as telephone 

number and identification number in a giv-

en small set of dictionary. Nevertheless, 

many secure PAKA protocols have been 

suggested and studied in terms of general 

constructions using minimum cryptographic 

primitives and how to securely extend to 

multi-party setting.

However, most PAKA protocols have con-

centrated on a classical authentication be-

tween a client and a server. The issue is 

that the PAKA protocol itself has limi-

tations to meet various requests of au-

thentication in an end-to-end situation be-

tween realms where a client Alice in a 

realm A wants to establish a secure session 

with a client Bob in a realm B. To achieve 

end-to-end security, the setting such that 

all participants have a same password is 

not practical since a password is not a com-

mon secret but a secret depending on an 

individual. Thus, following question is nat-

urally raised: If the password is already 

pre-distributed in a secure manner, re-

spectively, why don't we generate a com-

mon session key by using different pass-

words?

1.1 Related Works and Contributions

To address the above practical issue, 

Byun et al. have first designed a client to 

client password authenticated key agree-

ment (C2C-PAKA) with different password 

which enables two clients only holding own 

password to mutually authenticate and de-

rive a common session key. Since then, the 

C2C-PAKA protocol has been extensively 

analyzed and revised under the various se-

curity aspects such as kinds of im-

personation and known key attacks based 

on the diverse attacker's behaviors [16]. In 

fact, a few improved protocols have been 

suggested and subsequently have been 

found to be flawed. Despite of many at-

tempts of cryptanalysis, there are still pos-

sibilities that new security breaches can be 

found because their all security analysis 

are based on the heuristic approach. In 

2007, Byun et al. have first attempted to 

establish a formal security model for 

C2C-PAKA and presented a new efficient 

C2C-PAKA (EC2C-PAKA) with formal se-

curity proof [2].

However, in 2009, Feng and Xu have 
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promptly pointed out that the EC2C-PAKA 

protocol is not secure in terms of a pass-

word impersonation attack. Generally, the 

security on password impersonation means 

that revealment of client Alice's password 

should not enable an outside attacker to 

share a session key with Alice by masquer-

ading as any other client, Bob [1]. They in-

sisted that an attacker A holding a pass-

word of Alice is able to make forged au-

thentication messages to be able to pass a 

verification phase by Alice without being 

noticed by Alice. Thus, A can share a ses-

sion key with Alice by masquerading as 

Bob.

In this paper, first of all, we show that 

the EC2C-PAKA protocol is secure against 

a password impersonation attack. Concrete-

ly, we demonstrate that the original 

EC2C-PAKA protocol does not allow the at-

tacker A' even obtaining Alice's password 

to pass a verification phase for Alice. 

Second, we examine the security of the im-

proved protocol which has been suggested 

as a countermeasure against the password 

impersonation attack by Feng and Xu [1]. 

Interestingly, the protocol is found to be 

susceptible against an impersonation at-

tack in which a malicious server in realm A 

can impersonate any client in realm B. We 

show how it is possible in the protocol. We 

finally discuss a countermeasure against 

the attack.

1.2 Organization

Next chapter we revisit an EC2C-PAKA 

protocol by Byun et al.[2] In Chapter 3, we 

show that the EC2C-PAKA protocol is secure 

against a password impersonation attack. In 

Chapter 4, we describe the improved proto-

col by Feng and Xu and demonstrate that it 

is insecure against an impersonation attack. 

We conclude in Chapter 5.

II. Overview of EC2C-PAKA Protocol

We assume a large safe prime order  

over 
. A hash function H is defined as 

⋅   → where  is the output size 

of hash function. Two encryption functions 

are used; one is an ideal cipher  such as 

one in [3] which is a random one-to-one 

function such that   → where |M| = 

|C| and the other function is a CCA (chosen 

ciphertext attack) secure symmetric en-

cryption E. Notations throughout paper are 

listed in Table 1.

Notations Meaning

 , identifiers of Alice and Bob

R, R'
ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keys for 

Alice and  , Bob and 

K
a common symmetric key pre-dis-

tributed for   and 


a session key agreed between 

Alice and Bob


a common key distributed for 

Alice and Bob

Ticket_ B a service ticket for Bob

L a lifetime of 

MAC_k(m)
an output of MAC applied key k 

for a message m

||
two adjacent messages are 

concatenated.

Sign_X(m)
a signature of message m signed 

by X's secret key.

E_X(m)
an encryption of message m with 

X's public key.

[Table 1] Notations

2.1 Protocol Preliminaries

Preliminaries for a protocol run are as 

follows.

1. g and q are global public parameters 

shared by all protocol participants, 

where q is a prime order and g is a 
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generator over a cyclic group 
.

2. Alice (Bob) shares her password pwa 

(pwb) with server  ( , re-

spectively) by using algorithms   

and R.

2.2 Protocol Description of EC2C-PAKA

The EC2C-PAKA protocol is illustrated in 

Figure 1. It works as follows.

1. Alice chooses a random value  from 
 

randomly then computes   and sends 

=
  to  along with  and 

 .

2.  obtains   by decrypting  , cho-

oses ∊
 randomly, and computes 

= 
  and R= .  also 

generates a random key  from 
 for 

Alice and Bob and computes =

  .  specifies L, a life-

time of . Then  makes 

(=) and sends ,

 , and   to Alice.

3. Upon receiving the message from 

, Alice computes an ephemeral 

key R and decrypts  to obtain the 

distributed key . Alice also checks 

whether  and   are correct or 

not. The encrypted message,  
  is 

also sent to Bob for authentication.

4. Alice generates a random value ∊
 

and makes   


. Then she 

forwards , , and   to Bob.

5. Bob chooses ′∊ randomly and com-

putes ′=′. Then he sends ′  
and   to  .

6.   obtains , L, and  by decrypt-

ing   by using its key K.   

first examines the validity of   by 

checking the lifetime L and . If the 

validation check is successful,   

selects ′∊ randomly and computes 

′=(
 ′) and  ′(= ′  

where R' is  ′′.   finally sends 

 ′  and  ′ to Bob.

7. Bob decrypts  ′ and computes R'(=

 ′′). Then Bob decrypts  ′ =

 ′  to get the key k. Bob 

computes  ′′ for a random ′∊ 
and send it to   for authenti-

cation.

8. Bob decrypts  ′ and computes R'. 

Then Bob decrypts  ′ to get the key 

. Using the key , Bob checks  by 

verifying the previously received . 

Bob generates a random value ∊
 

and makes sk'(=
 and 

=


. Finally Bob sends 

 to Alice. Upon receiving the mes-

sage , Alice also generates a com-

mon session key sk. 

9. Upon receiving the message, Alice con-

firms the authenticator by using sk' 

and makes ′. Alice sends this 

back to Bob. If the confirmation proc-

esses are successful, then Alice and 

Bob generate a common session key 

sk=′.

III. Analysis of Attack on EC2C-PAKA 

Protocol

In this section, we describe an attack 

scenario suggested by Feng and Xu and 

demonstrate that the attack is invalid. 

First, an attacker A' is assumed to have a 

password pwa of Alice and then tries to 

masquerade as Bob. Finally the goal of the 

attacker is to share a common session key 

with Alice as Bob.
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[Figure 1] The original EC2C-PAKA Protocol

3.1 A scenario of password impersonation 

attack

1. A' captures message,   from 

the step (1). A' can decrypt  and ob-

tain  . Values, 

∊

,  are 

chosen randomly by A' then =


 ,  ,   

  

are calculated by A'. A' sends , ,

  to Alice in the step (2) instead 

of . Then Alice keeps the key  

chosen by A'.

2. From the step (4) of the protocol, A' 

obtains  and selects ∊
 randomly. 

In the step (8), A' sends 

  
 

 to Alice as if it is origi-

nated from Bob.

3. The forged message will be valid for 

Alice during the step (8) since A' has 

the same  as Alice. Finally, A' can be 

successfully authenticated by Alice as 

a client Bob and also shares a session 

key =
 with Alice.

3.2 Analysis of the Attack

The attack mainly dues to an assumption 

that an attacker A' obtaining pwa can go 

through the verification test at the side of 

Alice during step (8). To be precisely, the 

test of step (8) verifies MAC tag with the 

common key  and  which were chosen 

randomly by A', as follows.

  
 



The above verification is always valid 

since Alice maintains the same key . 

However, before(or even after) sending the 

above forged tag message to Alice in the 

step (8), A' must pass critical verification 

processes remaining in the step (6) and (8). 

Since A' cannot pass the verification proc-
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esses, every involving participant finally 

gets to recognize that all processes are 

invalid. To be precisely, let's go back the 

above attack scenario and consider the im-

personation attack again.

A' sends the followings to Alice in the 

step (2).

  
 

  
 



The point is that ,  and   were 

randomly created by A'.

1. As explained earlier, A' can send 

  
 

 to Alice in the step (8) 

as if it is originated from Bob. 

However, before doing it, the follow-

ing verification tests in the step (6) 

and (8) prevent A' from impersonat-

ing as Bob.

   

  
 



First, in the step (5), the ticket  , 

which is randomly selected by A', is trans-

ferred to  . In the step (6),   de-

crypts it and obtains a distinct key ′ ≠  
and verifies a validity check of   

through the above equation (2). However, 

the inconsistent key ′  always results in 

failing of verification in the equation (2). It 

is attributed to a fact that the common key 

k of   is selected by the valid  

and securely protected by a private key K 

hence nobody knows it except the valid 

  and . Second, in the step (8), 

Bob should do check the tag message 

  
 

 previously received in the 

step (4). Originally, this tag message is 

calculated using the key  chosen by the 

valid Bob. However, the message of step (2) 

is forged by A' as the form of equation (1) 

and it makes Alice to possess the key . 

Since it is not consistent with the key , 

the verification of step (8) does not always 

succeed. Therefore, A' never be able to gen-

erate both a valid ticket and MAC tag of  

to satisfy the equation (2) and (3) without 

knowing K.

3. Nevertheless, in the step (8), A' may 

try to generate a session key ′=


 with Alice by just 

sending   
 

 as quick as 

possible. However, the valid client Bob 

already has noticed that the ver-

ification has been invalid in the steps 

(5) and (8). Even if the message of (8) 

has been sent to Alice, Bob always 

still has a chance to reject Alice and 

be able to let all parties know the cur-

rent protocol is failed.

IV. Vulnerability of an improved 

C2C-PAKA protocol

In this section, we briefly introduce an 

improved version of C2C-PAKA protocol 

suggested by Feng and Xu [1] and demon-

strate that it is insecure against an im-

personation attack where a server  in 

the realm A is able to impersonate Bob in 

the realm B.

4.1 Overview of an improved C2C-PAKA 

protocol

The protocol consists of (8) steps. It is il-

lustrated in Figure 2.

1. Alice sends the message ,  to 

.  randomly selects  ∊
 

and encrypts  with pwa then trans-

fer   
 .
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[Figure 2] The improved EC2C-PAKA Protocol by Xu and Feng

2. Alice can obtain  and randomly choo-

ses ∊
. Then she calculates 

  
 ,  , and 

  
 . Finally, Alice sends 

, to .

3. On receiving the message from Alice, 

 decrypts  and obtains   and 

checks the validity of  by using . 

 randomly chooses  ∊
 and cal-

culates = 
  and   = 


 and sends 

,   to Alice.

4. On receiving the message from , 

Alice checks the signature of  is 

valid. Alice computes   and forwards 

,  to Bob.

5. Bob selects ∊
 and calculates 

 
  then the messages 

,  are forwarded to 

 .

6.   obtains  from .   de-

crypts  and verify the signature 

of .   obtains   and   and 

selects ′∊ randomly.   also com-

putes the message  ′ ′ ′ and en-

crypts it with ′ ′, then makes 

   ′ ′ ′,  
 ′, 

which are sent to Bob.

7. With the message from , Bob 

checks  and computes ′ ′  
and computes  ′ by decrypting 

. Bob calculates    ′,    ′, 
and = 

 . Bob sends 

 to Alice for a session key 

confirmation.

8. With the message , Alice com-

putes    ′ and computes 


  which is verified with 

the message . If it holds, Alice au-

thenticates Bob. Alice computes =


 .  is also sent to 
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[Figure 3] A password impersonation attack on Feng and Xu's protocol

Bob for a session key confirmation. 

With the message , Bob computes 


  and verifies with . 

If it succeeds, Bob authenticates 

Alice. A common session key between 

Alice and Bob is 
 ′

4.2 Vulnerability of the improved C2C-PAKA 

scheme by Xu and Feng

Xu and Feng presented a new improved 

version of C2C-PAKA protocol [1]. We dem-

onstrate that the improved scheme is weak 

against an impersonation attack by a mali-

cious server  . If we assume a malicious 

  which keeps a password pwa for a cli-

ent Alice, then it can impersonate a client 

Bob in realm B. The attack is performed as 

follows. The scenario is illustrated in 

Figure 3.

1. Since the malicious server   has a 

password pwa,   can decrypt ,

 from the step (2) of the protocol 

and then keeps  . In order to im-

personate Bob,   should send mes-

sages of step (5) instead of Bob. To do 

so,   randomly chooses ′∊ 
and sends  ′  to Bob.

2. In the step (6),   sends back  

to   and then   simply ignores 

the message .

3. For the step (7),   first chooses a 

random value ∊
 and calculates 

     with the value of   obtained 

from the step (2). The forged message 

′, ′ for the step (7) are calculated 

as follows.

′
′ 

4. On the step (7), the valid client Alice 
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[Figure 4] Countermeasure

computes   ′    by using the 

chosen random value x and verifies ′ 
by using the computed cs and  . 

Hence no fail happens.

5. In the step (8),    receives  and 

generates 
 . There-

fore, the malicious   succeeds in 

impersonating Bob and generating a 

session key .

4.3 Countermeasure

In order to deter the impersonation at-

tack from the malicious , we need a 

kind of verification check which enables 

  to recognize itself that the protocol is 

being cheated, and finally it is able to let 

all involving participants know the current 

protocol fails. Indeed, the difference be-

tween two protocols [1, 2] in terms of struc-

ture of communication is the absence of the 

authentication from   to Bob, which ac-

tually induces an impersonation attack by 

an insider server . Basic idea to deal 

the attack is to simply inject authentica-

tions into weakness point of the protocol. 

Concretely, two tags for authentications are 

required. The first authentication tag is 

added after the step (6), as a form of 

 ′ ′, which is transferred from Bob to 

 . The second authentication tag is for 

Alice to authenticate Bob, as a form of hash 

based authenticator . The first tag is 

an actual countermeasure for the im-

personation attack and the second tag is 

just for adding mutual authentication for 

Alice and Bob. Two authentication tags are 

illustrated in Figure 4.

4.4 Analysis of Countermeasure

As illustrated in Figure 4, despite of add-

ing two authentication tags, the malicious 

  holding password pwa is still able to 

make messages in the step (5) and to per-

fectly forge messages ′′ in the step (8) 

to go through verification process.

′
′′ 

However, on the side of  ,  

should face an authentication process 

 ′ ′ for ′ ′ in the step (7) of 

Figure 4.   with pwa never be able to 

compute ′ ′ satisfying ′ ′ ′ 
because ′ was selected randomly by   

hence   cannot compute  and ′. 
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Finally,   is able to let everyone know a 

fail of the protocol.

V. Concluding Remarks

It has been not only complicated but also 

prone to error to design a password-based 

key agreement protocol preserving both se-

curity and efficiency. Even though a proto-

col is designed under the well-known se-

curity model and computational assump-

tions with formal security proof, there are 

still possibilities that subtle faults can be 

found in the protocol, as we have shown in 

this paper. It also reminds that we should 

much more pay attention when performing 

a security analysis on a certain protocol.

In this paper, we have pointed out that 

the claim of insecurity on EC2C-PAKA in 

[1] is not valid. In addition, we have shown 

that the improved C2C-PAKA protocol by 

Xu and Feng has vulnerability against an 

impersonation attack by a malicious server. 

A countermeasure of the attack is also 

discussed.
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